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ABSTRACT
Many different techniques for testing and analyzing concur-
rency programs have been proposed in the literature. Cur-
rently, it is difficult to assess the fitness of a particular con-
currency bug detection method and to compare it to other
bug detection methods due to a lack of unbiased data that
is representative of the kinds of concurrency programs that
are used in practice. To address this problem we propose
a new benchmark of concurrent Java programs that is con-
structed using combinatorial test design. In this paper we
present our combinatorial model for creating a benchmark,
we propose a new concurrency benchmark and we discuses
the relationship between our new benchmarks and existing
benchmarks. Specific combinations of the model parame-
ters define different interleaving spaces, thus differentiating
between different test tools.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing and Debugging—
testing tools; D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Metrics

General Terms
Measurement, Verification

Keywords
Benchmark, combinatorial test design, concurrency testing,
model checking, static analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of assessing the fitness of a particular bug de-
tection strategy or tool and comparing it with other strate-
gies and tools is not new and is not isolated to concurrency
bug detection. A large part of the solution to this problem
is the use of empirical methods. However, without data that
is unbiased and data that is representative of the kinds of
programs that are used in practice, the ability to generalize
empirical results and minimize possible threats to validity is

limited. A solution to this problem is the creation of bench-
marks.

In this paper, we propose a new benchmark for concurrency
bug detection tools. A benchmark can be defined as the
composition of three parts [38]:

1. Creation of a motivating comparison. The comparison
should clearly outline the purpose of the benchmark
and motivate its usage. Without a motivating compar-
ison, the purpose of the benchmark may not be clear
and the benchmark may be mis-used, thus results ob-
tained from using the benchmark may not accurately
reflect the true fitness of the tools under evaluation.

2. Development of a task sample. The task sample (i.e.,
benchmark data) should be representative of the possi-
ble tasks that the technique or tool may encounter dur-
ing actual usage. The task sample in our case will be a
set of concurrency programs. These programs should
be representative of the different kinds of concurrent
software that is being produced in practice and should
contain bugs that are representative of the kinds of
bugs that have been observed in practice.

3. Identification or development of performance measures.
The inclusion of performance measures ensure that we
can assess the fitness of a technique or tool when used
with the task sample. The performance measures are
used to define the comparison of different tools when
applied to the task samples provided by the bench-
mark. An agreed upon set of measures ensures that
different researchers who use the benchmark will be
able to compare results across studies and build a body
of literature in the area of concurrency bug detection.

In order to be a true benchmark all three of the above parts
must be included – the omission of one of the parts results
in a proto-benchmark. We strive to satisfy the entire bench-
mark definition in order to provide a means by which the
fitness of existing and new concurrency bug detection tools
can be assessed.

The main challenge in our new benchmark is the selection
and creation of a representative set of concurrency programs
(i.e., task samples). We have identified a set of seven at-
tributes that should be considered when selecting a concur-
rency program for inclusion in the benchmark. Attributes



in our set include program size, number of threads, bug type
and more. We quickly realized that it would be infeasible to
develop a benchmark consisting of all combinations of these
attributes. As an alternative we propose a novel method for
construction of benchmarks, that applies combinatorial test
design (CTD) – a well known test planning technique [15].
CTD is typically applied for planning tests. In CTD, the
test space is modelled as a set of parameters, their respec-
tive values, and restrictions on the value combinations. A
subset of the space is then automatically constructed such
that it covers all valid value combinations (a.k.a interac-
tions) of every t parameters, where t is a user input. The
most common instance of CTD is known as pairwise testing,
in which the interaction of every pair of parameters must be
covered. We propose to apply CTD to the construction of a
benchmark for concurrency bug detection tools.

In the next section we will provide an overview of bug detec-
tion techniques including concurrency testing, static analysis
and software model checking. We also provide background
on CTD. In Section 3 we present our proposed CTD bench-
mark model starting with the parameters that we believe
should drive the task sample generation in our benchmark.
We demonstrate why we believe CTD to be an appropriate
method for planning of the benchmark by exploring how the
interactions of parameters differentiate concurrency bug de-
tection tools. Next we present a pairwise selection of model
combinations. The pairwise selection of model combinations
characterizes each task sample (i.e. concurrent program) in
the benchmark by assigning a value to each of the param-
eters, for example the number of threads. Following the
pairwise selection, we describe how existing benchmarks and
other sources of concurrent programs may be leveraged in
order to simplify the generation of the benchmark. We fur-
ther discuss some of the obstacles that this approach might
face, as well as possible solutions for them. Finally, in Sec-
tion 4 we summarize our benchmarking approach to concur-
rency bug detection and we discuss future steps necessary
to complete our benchmarking research.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Concurrency Bug Detection Techniques
The goal of our research is to develop a benchmark that
is appropriate for comparing a variety of concurrency bug
detection techniques. In particular, we have focused on a
benchmark that is capable of differentiating between differ-
ent concurrency testing tools, static analysis tools and model
checking tools.

2.1.1 Concurrency Testing
Concurrency Testing is a class of testing techniques specif-
ically targeted at exposing faults in multi-threaded source
code. Due to the non-determinism of the execution of con-
current source code and the high number of possible inter-
leavings, concurrency testing can not rely on source code
coverage metrics alone to guarantee that code is correct. In
addition to ensuring that all code is covered we must also
provide some probabilistic confidence that bugs that mani-
fest themselves in only a few of the interleavings are found.
This highlights the primary difference between sequential
testing and concurrency testing – concurrency testing pro-
vides coverage of the interleaving space in addition to cov-

erage of the source code. Various testing techniques exist to
detect concurrency bugs:

• Coverage-Based Testing with Manual Interleaving Ex-
ploration: the simplest form of concurrency testing,
this approach uses coverage techniques from sequen-
tial testing with a manual approach to covering the
interleaving space. On the one hand the manual ap-
proach can be passive such as using different operat-
ing systems, different versions of language interpreters
and different hardware configurations to potentially
cause different interleavings to occur [14]. On the other
hand, the manual approach can be active and involve
hand-instrumentation of delays in the source code to
affect thread scheduling. [14].

• Testing with Noise makers: an alternative to hand-
instrumentation is to use a noise making tool like IBM’s
Concurrent Testing Tool [19] that provides random-
ized scheduling by automatically and systematically
inserting random delays into Java bytecode. Tools like
IBM’s Concurrent Testing Tool also provide heuris-
tics to increase the confidence that interleavings with
a high-risk of bugs are explored.

The use of heuristics and different scheduling strategies in
concurrency testing tools provide a variety of tools that need
benchmarks in order to understand trade-offs.

2.1.2 Static Analysis
Static analysis bug detection tools identify potential bugs
without executing the program. Static analysis is an attrac-
tive alternative to concurrency testing, which requires many
executions of each test case, however it is susceptible to spu-
rious result. Examples of static analysis tools include Find-
Bugs [25], JLint [4, 10], Chord [3, 8, 34], JSure [5], JTest [7]
and RSAR [31]. All of these tools aim to detect specific kinds
of concurrency bugs or patterns of code that are associated
with concurrency bugs. For example, Chord is a newer static
analysis tool designed to detect concurrency bugs including
data races [33] and deadlocks [34]. Chord combines 4 differ-
ent types of static analysis to detect bugs: call-graph analy-
sis, alias analysis, thread-escape analysis and lock analysis.

2.1.3 Software Model Checking
Software model checking is a formal methods approach that
typically involves developing a finite state model of a soft-
ware system and specifying properties (e.g., assertions) that
the software system should satisfy. Traditional use of model
checkers involves proofs of correctness via an exhaustive
state space search. An exhaustive search explores all pos-
sible thread interleavings of the concurrent software model.
The trade-off in using an exhaustive search is that it usually
requires a long time to complete.

Software model checking advances in the last decade have
lead to another important use of model checking tools as de-
buggers. Software model checkers including Java PathFinder
(JPF) [23, 40], developed at NASA, now work directly on the
source code, allow for simulation (i.e., path executions) and
can be integrated into popular IDEs. Other software model



checkers, including Bogor [35], also provide enhanced cus-
tomization capabilities which allow them to be customized
to software in a particular domain.

2.2 Combinatorial Test Design (CTD)
Combinatorial Test Design (CTD), also known as Combina-
torial Testing, is a well-known test planning technique [15].
In CTD, the test space is modelled by a set of parameters,
their respective values, and restrictions on the value combi-
nations. A test in this setting is an assignment of exactly one
value to each parameter, such that the combination is valid
according to the restrictions. A subset of the test space is
then automatically constructed such that it covers all valid
value combinations (a.k.a. interactions) of every t parame-
ters, where t is a user input. In other words – for every set
of t parameters, all valid combinations of t values for them
will appear in at least one test in the test plan. The most
common application of CTD is known as pairwise testing,
in which the interaction of every pair of parameters must be
covered (i.e., t = 2).

Consider a test scenario in which a file is opened then read.
The file could be of two types, a directory or a regular file.
The open operation can open the file for reading, writing
or both. When reading, the file can be accessed sequen-
tially or randomly. The result of the operation is that the
file was either read successfully or not. This results in a
CTD model. There are four parameters, namely, the open
type, the file type, the read type and the scenario result.
The possible values for each parameter are as follows the
openType = {read, write, readAndWrite}, the fileType =
{directory, regular}, the way the file is read readType =
{sequential, random} and the readResult = {success, fail}.
Thus, a priori, there are 3∗2∗2∗2 = 24 potential test scenar-
ios but some of them are impossible. For example, the read
operation will fail only if the file was opened for a write, thus,
the following combination is not possible (write, regular,
sequential, success). Appropriate logical restrictions are
defined to exclude the impossible combinations. Next, we
may require that a subset of the possible tests is chosen so
that pair-coverage is obtained (i.e., each combination of two
values of different parameters will have at least one test in
which it appears). Such a combination is (read, directory)
another is (read, sequential) and another is (read, success).
They can be satisfied by the test (read, directory, sequential,
success). A CTD algorithm will choose a subset of the pos-
sible tests that will meet the pair coverage requirement. Our
example is small, but typical test spaces are huge and man-
ual selection of the tests is not practical.

The reasoning behind CTD as a functional test planning
technique is the observation that in most cases the appear-
ance of a bug depends on the combination of a small number
of parameter values of the system under test. Experiments
show that a test set that covers all possible pairs of param-
eter values can typically detect 50% to 75% of the bugs in
a program [39, 16]. Other experimental work has shown
that typically 100% of bugs can be revealed by covering the
interaction of between 4 and 6 parameters [27].

In this paper we argue that CTD, though typically applied
for test planning, may also be a suitable technique for sys-
tematic benchmark construction.

3. TOWARDS A CONCURRENCY BENCH-
MARK

3.1 The Combinatorial Model
In this section we review the parameters and values used to
characterize programs in the benchmark. The parameters
and values listed below are intended as a starting point for
discussion within the concurrency testing community and
we expect that these may change as more input from the
community is provided.

3.1.1 Program Size – Number of Statements
Some concurrency testing approaches are highly sensitive to
the size of the program. This parameter measures program
size in its simplest form – the number of statements. Size is
subdivided into three categories:

• small: < 10k statements

• medium: 10-100k statements

• large: > 100k statements

There is no upper bound on the large category. Programs
millions of statements long are possible. Initially, the major-
ity of tools using this benchmark are not expected to work
at this scale. We hope the inclusion of large programs en-
courages practicioners to investigate scaling to this domain.

3.1.2 Program Size – Number of Critical Regions
Another aspect of program size, important for concurrency
testing, is the number of critical regions in a program. Some
approaches may be agnostic to the number of statements in
the program, yet suffer from very poor performance when
the number of critical regions grows. Proposed categories
are:

• small: < 5 critical regions

• medium: 5-20 critical regions

• large: > 20 critical regions

We are interested in assessing testing tools targeting busi-
ness applications, middleware and operating systems and
our experience with these programs was the basis for the
above categories. Other kinds of programs may lead to dif-
ferent categories and attribute values. For example, scien-
tific applications can often have thousands of critical regions.

3.1.3 Program Size – Percentage of Statements in
Critical Regions

Related to the previous, this category considers the number
of statements in critical regions. Proposed categories are:

• small: < 5%

• medium: 5-15%

• large: > 15%



The range of values selected for these categories emphasizes
programs with low synchronization. This is common in pro-
fessional business applications where performance optimiza-
tions place only the minimum number of statements within
critical regions.

3.1.4 Number of Threads
Following the suggestion by Dwyer et al. in [18], concurrent
programs are classified by the number of threads used:

• small: < 5

• medium: 5-10

• large: 10-100

• very large: > 100

3.1.5 Path Error Density
The path error density is defined as “the probability of a
thread schedule exhibiting an error” [18]. For some testing
tools, the more thread schedules exhibiting an error the eas-
ier it is for them to detect it. Path error density may be
estimated by executing a significantly large set of random
thread schedules (e.g., 5000) then determining the percent-
age exhibiting an error. Proposed categories are:

• very low: < 2%

• low: 2-25%

• medium: 25%-75%

• high: > 75%

A very low category is included to accomodate testing tools
designed to detect heisenbugs1.

3.1.6 Bug Depth
Bug depth is defined as the minimum depth along a path
that a bug can be exhibited. Bug depth is measured in
number of context switches between the start of execution
and the bug occurring. Proposed categories are:

• low: < 25 context switches

• medium: 25-50 context switches

• high: > 50 context switches

3.1.7 Bug Patterns
Bug patterns refer to the kind of bug exhibited within a
program:

• Nonatomic operations assumed to be atomic:
“...an operation that ‘looks’ like one operation in one
programming model (e.g., the source code level), but
actually consists of several unprotected operations at
the lower abstraction levels” [22]. Nonatomic floating
point operations are also included in this pattern.

1Concurrency bugs that appear only in one or a few inter-
leavings of a program [32].

• Two-state access: “Sometimes a sequence of opera-
tions needs to be protected but the programmer wrongly
assumes that separately protecting each operation is
enough” [22].

• Wrong lock or no lock: “A code segment is protected
by a lock but other threads do not obtain the same lock
instance when executing. Either these other threads do
not obtain a lock at all or they obtain some lock other
than the one used by the code segment” [22].

• Double-checked lock: “When an object is initial-
ized, the thread local copy of the objects field is initial-
ized, but not all object fields are necessarily written to
the heap. This might cause the object to be partially
initialized while its reference is not null ” [22].

• sleep: “The programmer assumes a child thread should
be faster than the parent thread in order that its results
be available to the parent thread when it decides to ad-
vance. Therefore, the programmer sometimes adds an
‘appropriate’ sleep() to the parent thread. However,
the parent thread may still be quicker in some envi-
ronment. The correct solution would be for the parent
thread to use the join() method to explicitly wait for
the child thread” [22].

• Losing a notify: “If a notify() is executed before
its corresponding wait(), the notify() has no effect
and is ‘lost’ ... the programmer implicitly assumes that
the wait() operation will occur before any of the cor-
responding notify() operations” [22].

• A“blocking” critical section: “A thread is assumed
to eventually return control but it never does” [22].

• The orphaned thread: “If the master thread termi-
nates abnormally, the remaining threads may continue
to run, awaiting more input to the queue and causing
the system to hang” [22].

• Notify instead of notify all: If a notify() is exe-
cuted instead of notifyAll() then threads with some of
its corresponding wait() calls will not be notified [28].

• Interference: A pattern in which“...two or more con-
current threads access a shared variable and when at
least one access is a write, and the threads use no ex-
plicit mechanism to prevent the access from being si-
multaneous.” [29]. The interference bug pattern can
also be generalized from classic data race interference
to include high level data races which deal “...with ac-
cesses to sets of fields which are related and should be
accessed atomically” [11].

• Deadlock (deadly embrace): “...a situation where
two or more processes are unable to proceed because
each is waiting for one of the others to do something
in a deadlock cycle ... For example, this occurs when
a thread holds a lock that another thread desires and
vice-versa” [29].



3.2 Differentiating Bug Detection Tools Based
on Parameter Values

As stated in Section 2.2, the reasoning behind CTD as a
test planning technique is that most functional bugs in soft-
ware systems are a result of an interaction between a small
number of parameter values. We argue here that CTD may
also be an effective method for systematic construction of
benchmarks, specifically for concurrent bug detection tools.

A benchmark is effective if it is capable of differentiating
between tools. That is – for a pair of tools, we would like
to have at least one task sample in which one tool performs
better than the other. In most cases one tool will not be
strictly superior to the other, but rather have several benefits
and drawbacks. In such cases, we would also like to have a
task sample in which the second tool is shown to be superior
to the first.

In this section, we demonstrate how interactions between a
small number of parameters in our model differentiate be-
tween concurrent bug detection approaches. This will sup-
port the claim that CTD is an effective method for con-
structing the set of concurrency programs that will consti-
tute the task samples in our benchmark.

Model checking tools may exhaustively search the possible
space of interleavings of a concurrent program. Different
interleavings result from different scheduling decisions. On
the other hand, other tools may introduce noise that changes
scheduling decisions of the program under test. In such
cases, some heuristics are applied to direct the manner in
which the scheduler decisions are impacted. These heuris-
tics may take into account known concurrent bugs [26] or
bug patterns such as the ones mentioned in the previous
section. Alternatively, they may focus on general heuristics
such as the increase of lock contention. Static analysis tools
will not execute the program but typically may apply fixed
point analysis that mimic the concurrent execution to some
extent. They may also look for simple program patterns typ-
ically associated with bad programming practices or known
bugs (e.g., a Java wait() that is not within a loop).

For a given concurrent program, consider the space of possi-
ble program interleavings. This space is exponential in the
program length and its size is monotonically influenced by
at least three of the model parameters, namely, number of
program statements, number of critical sections, and num-
ber of threads. Testing tools that exhaustively search the
interleaving space, or some abstraction of the interleaving
space, may encounter an exponential explosion due to some
combinations of the above three parameters and their per-
formance will be impacted. In contrast, noise making tools
and static analysis tools may still function under these con-
ditions. Therefore it is important to have programs in our
benchmark that vary the number of program statements,
number of critical sections and the number of threads to
cover their possible combinations so that we can explore the
tradeoffs between the different kinds of concurrent bug de-
tection tools.

It is well known that typical concurrent bugs materialize due
to the occurrence of a small set of critical events, access to
shared variables or usage of synchronization primitives, in

some predefined order. For example, in the case of a lost
notify bug pattern, the notify() critical event should occur
before the corresponding wait() event – thus only two events
occurring in a certain order are required for the bug to ma-
terialize. Even in this simple bug pattern it may be difficult
to exhibit this bug through testing because the occurrence
of the bug is impacted by a number of other factors. One
such factor is the length of the interleaving that leads the
software under test to the state in which the required events
are about to occur (referred to as the bug depth). In the
case of a notify bug, a long interleaving might be required
before two threads are about to execute the notify() and its
corresponding wait(). Another factor is a masking factor –
two reads to a shared variable might need to execute one af-
ter the other in two threads in order to exhibit the bug while
requiring that no write to the shared variable will occur in
between the two reads. Including parameters in our CTD
model such as bug depth, path error density, and covering
their possible combinations will help us detect bugs such as
the example notify bug.

Two other CTD model parameters, the number of threads
and number of critical sections, can also create more masking
effects with respect to concurrent bugs. As the percentage
of critical section code and path error density decreases the
bug depth will typical increase. Noise making tools that
apply different search heuristics may attempt to create a
certain order of events based on a bug pattern but will be less
or more effective based on how they handle the bug depth
and masking effects. Since there are a variety of heuristic
techniques that can be used in noise making tools we feel
the inclusion of number of threads and number of critical
regions as parameters are important for differentiating these
heuristics.

Although many static analysis tools use a pattern-based ap-
proach to bug detection others may still apply a fixed point
analysis that mimics the interleaving space execution and
as such may be sensitive to whether or not the interleaving
space is huge. In such cases parameters that influence the
size of the interleaving space will impact their performance.

3.3 Pairwise Benchmark Construction
We used IBM’s CTD tool [2, 37] to construct a pairwise
plan for the model given in Section 3.1. The resulting plan
is given in Table 1. The table consists of 44 combinations,
each representing a program in our proposed benchmark.
Since CTD was applied, with t = 2, every combination of
two values for the parameters listed in Section 3.1 appears
in at least one row in this table.

In Section 3.2 we discussed how the parameter values in our
CTD model can be used to differentiate between bug detec-
tion tools. We also need to ensure that the pairwise plan for
identifying the 44 concurrency programs in our benchmark
contains programs with combinations of parameters that can
differentiate different concurrency bug detection tools.

A general comment regarding bug detection tools that tar-
get specific kinds of bugs is that the 44 programs in Table 1
include examples of all of the bug patterns listed in Sec-
tion 3.1.7. Therefore, our proposed benchmark is capable of
differentiating tools that excel at detecting certain kinds of



Table 1: Pairwise plan for our combinatorial model

Program Program Program # Threads Path Error Bug Bug Pattern
Size – # Size – # Size – % Density Depth
Statements Critical Statements

Regions in Critical
Regions

1 Small Small Large Small Medium High TwoStageAccess
2 Medium Small Medium Large VeryLow Medium NonAtomicAssumedAtomic
3 Large Medium Small Small Low Medium BlockingCriticalSection
4 Medium Large Large Medium Low Low Interference
5 Small Medium Medium VeryLarge High Low OrphanedThread
6 Large Large Small Large High High NoLock
7 Medium Large Small VeryLarge Medium Medium LostNotify
8 Small Medium Small Medium VeryLow High NotifyInsteadOfNotifyAll
9 Large Small Medium Medium Medium Low SleepInsteadOfJoin
10 Large Large Large VeryLarge VeryLow High Deadlock
11 Medium Small Large Medium High Medium DoubleCheckedLocking
12 Small Large Medium Small VeryLow Low DoubleCheckedLocking
13 Small Medium Large Large Low Medium SleepInsteadOfJoin
14 Medium Medium Small Large Medium Low Deadlock
15 Large Small Medium VeryLarge Low Medium NotifyInsteadOfNotifyAll
16 Large Small Medium Small High High LostNotify
17 Medium Small Small Small Low High OrphanedThread
18 Small Large Medium VeryLarge VeryLow Low BlockingCriticalSection
19 Small Medium Large VeryLarge Low Low NonAtomicAssumedAtomic
20 Large Medium Medium Small VeryLow Medium Interference
21 Large Large Small Small Medium High NonAtomicAssumedAtomic
22 Small Medium Large Large VeryLow Low LostNotify
23 Medium Small Large Medium Medium Medium NoLock
24 Small Medium Medium VeryLarge Low Low NoLock
25 Small Small Medium Small Low Medium Deadlock
26 Small Small Small Large High High Interference
27 Large Large Small Medium High Medium TwoStageAccess
28 Medium Medium Medium Large VeryLow Low TwoStageAccess
29 Large Large Large Large Medium Medium OrphanedThread
30 Large Medium Small Large Medium High DoubleCheckedLocking
31 Medium Large Large Small High Low NotifyInsteadOfNotifyAll
32 Medium Small Large Large Medium High BlockingCriticalSection
33 Medium Large Small VeryLarge VeryLow High SleepInsteadOfJoin
34 Small Large Small VeryLarge Low High DoubleCheckedLocking
35 Small Large Small Large Medium Low NotifyInsteadOfNotifyAll
36 Small Medium Large Small High Medium SleepInsteadOfJoin
37 Medium Medium Medium Small VeryLow High NoLock
38 Small Large Small VeryLarge Low Low TwoStageAccess
39 Small Large Large VeryLarge Medium High Interference
40 Large Medium Large Medium VeryLow High OrphanedThread
41 Medium Medium Large Medium High High Deadlock
42 Small Medium Small Medium High High NonAtomicAssumedAtomic
43 Small Small Large Medium Low Medium LostNotify
44 Small Medium Medium Medium High High BlockingCriticalSection



bugs when compared to tools that excel at detecting other
kinds of concurrency bugs.

When comparing model checking tools using exhaustive search
versus noise maker tools that use heuristics or static analysis
tools we can differentiate these tools by exposing the limi-
tations of exhaustive techniques using programs that have
a large number of statements, number of critical regions or
number of threads. In our benchmark 5 programs (6, 10,
21, 27, 29) all have a large program size (number of state-
ments and number of critical regions). Our benchmark also
contains 11 programs with a large number of threads (2, 6,
13, 14, 22, 26, 28, 29, 30, 32, 35) and 11 programs have a
very large number of threads (5, 7, 10, 15, 18, 19, 24, 33, 34,
38, 39). Furthermore, our proposed concurrency benchmark
contains 3 programs that are both large in size (number of
statements and number of critical regions) and have a large
or very large number of threads.

If we reflect back on our notify bug example in Section 3.2 we
can observe that this bug can be caused by the LostNotify
bug pattern and that the bug depth and path error den-
sity can affect the ability to detect the bug. Our proposed
benchmark contains several programs with LostNotify bugs
that can help to assess bug detection tools capable of finding
this bug in different situations:

• Program 7: medium path error density and bug depth

• Program 16: high path error density and bug depth

• Program 22: very low path error density and low bug
depth

• Program 43: low path error density and medium bug
depth

In summary, we can see that the pairwise benchmark con-
struction based on the parameters in our CTD model pre-
serves the ability of the underlying parameters to differenti-
ate between different concurrency bug detection tools.

3.4 Acquiring Benchmark Example Programs
Currently, we have proposed how to construct a concurrency
benchmark using combinatorial test design and have pro-
duced a table describing a pairwise plan consisting of 44
programs (see Table 1). To complete the construction of
the benchmark we need to select an existing program, or
generate a new program, that matches the specification of
each program in the table. For example, we need an actual
program that satisfies the criteria of Program 1 in the table.
That is, a program that has a TwoStageAccess bug, a small
number of statements, a small number of critical regions,
a large percentage of statements in critical regions, a small
number of threads, a medium path error density and a high
bug depth.

The combinatorial model described above spans a space of
over 14,000 different programs, out of which the CTD pro-
cess chose 44. The chances for finding programs that exactly
match the required combinations are therefore very slim –
for each of the 44 combinations, one has to find a program

that exactly matches all values for the seven attributes. A
considerable amount of program analysis is required only
to determine if a given program meets the proposed criteria.
Therefore, our approach to generating the programs involves
two steps:

1. leveraging programs from existing benchmarks and open
source repositories.

2. modifying existing programs using program mutation.

We will now discuss each of these two steps in more detail.

3.4.1 Leveraging Existing Programs
The majority of benchmarks used by researchers to assess
concurrency testing tools are actually proto-benchmarks. In
general these benchmarks provide a task sample, a set of
concurrency programs, but do not include a motivating com-
parison or performance measures.

The most widely used benchmark in the concurrency test-
ing community is the IBM Benchmark [24, 21, 20], which is
publicly available from researchers at IBM’s Haifa Research
Laboratory. Although this benchmark was primarily devel-
oped by researchers at the Haifa Research Laboratory, it has
benefited from community consultation and feedback as well
as the inclusion of task programs from other sources such as
NASA. The public IBM Benchmark contain 28 programs
and is representative in terms of the bug patterns found in
the programs (see Table 2). Although this benchmark is a
good first step towards a comprehensive concurrency bench-
mark it is missing several key elements:

1. an explanation of the purpose and usage of the bench-
mark

2. additional programs that would make it representative
of concurrency programs that vary in path error den-
sity, size, etc.

3. a set of metrics to support the comparison of tools that
are applied to the benchmark

We recognize the contributions of the IBM Benchmark and
plan to use it as a resource for a number of the smaller
programs included in our new benchmark.

Rungta and Mercer propose another benchmark of multi-
threaded programs for assessing model checking search al-
gorithms [36]. This line of research is closely related to
benchmarks for concurrency bug detection tools – in fact,
the Rungta and Mercer benchmark includes a number of
programs from the IBM Benchmark. We plan to also utilize
the Rungta and Mercer benchmark as a source for programs
in our new benchmark.

Finally, BugBench [30] is a general defect detection bench-
mark of 17 programs with real bugs. Four of the programs
in the BugBench benchmark have a concurrency bug. An
HTTP server (HTTPD) contains a data race and three dif-
ferent versions of the database MYSQL contain a data race



Table 2: IBM Concurrency Benchmark programs [24, 21, 20]

Program Program Program Bug Pattern
Size – (sloc, Size – # Size – %
statements) Critical Statements

Regions in Critical
Regions

account Small(139,77) Medium(7) Small(11.6883) NoLock
airlinestickets Small(61,34) Small(0) Small(0) Interference
allocationvector Small(163,83) Small(3) Large(22.8916) TwoStageAccess
boundedbuffer Small(328,192) Medium(5) Large(20.3125) NotifyInsteadOfNotifyAll
bubblesort Small(236,84) Small(3) Medium(11.9048) NonAtomicAssumedAtomic,

OrphanedThread
bubblesort2 Small(98,43) Small(1) Medium(6.97674) Initialization-Sleep
bufwriter Small(170,72) Small(3) Medium(11.1111) NoLock
Cmgtt-examples Small(317,138) Small(1) Small(2.17391) Stack Overflow
critical Small(54,25) Small(0) Small(0) NonAtomicAssumedAtomic
dcl Small(138,70) Small(2) Small(4.28571) DoubleCheckedLocking
deadlock Small(95,40) Small(2) Large(27.5000) Deadlock
deadlockexception Small(149,64) Medium(5) Large(17.1875) BlockingCriticalSection, Deadlock
filewriter Small(235,98) Small(3) Medium(11.2245) NonAtomicAssumedAtomic
ftp server Medium(11981,-) - - -
garagemanager Small(398,182) Medium(7) Large(20.3297) BlockingCriticalSection, Deadlock
linkedlist Small(241,97) Small(1) Small(2.06185) NonAtomicAssumedAtomic
liveness Small(135,60) Small(4) Large(18.3333) Dormancy
lottery Small(150,66) Small(3) Small(4.54545) NotAtomicAssumedAtomic, NoLock,

BlockingCriticalSection
manager Small(158,60) Small(4) Medium(13.3333) NonAtomicAssumedAtomic
mergesort Small(279,129) Small(3) Large(16.2790) NonAtomicAssumedAtomic
mergesortbug Small(146,62) Small(0) Small(0) NonAtomicAssumedAtomic
pingpong Small(126,50) Small(0) Small(0) Null-Pointer Exception
piper Small(116,63) Small(4) Large(23.8095) Condition-For-Wait
producerconsumer Small(223,112) Small(0) Small(0) OrphanedThread
shop Small(185,63) Medium(5) Large(20.6349) Sleep, Weak-Reality
suns account Small(66,28) Small(0) Small(0) NonAtomicAssumedAtomic
xtangoanimation Small(1547,641) Large(64) Large(37.4415) Deadlock

and two atomicity bugs. The concurrency examples found
in BugBench are interesting because of their size and scale
however we can not consider them for inclusion in our own
benchmark because they are not written in Java.

In summary, we plan to leverage the programs already col-
lected in existing concurrency benchmarks, like the IBM
Benchmark, to satisfy as many of the program specifica-
tions as possible in our pairwise plan. The IBM Benchmark
provides many programs that are small in size and may sat-
isfy some of our needs. Unfortunately, there are no large
programs in the benchmark that we can use in our work.
We have identified a number of existing large open source
projects (e.g., MOBAT [6]) available in online repositories
that we plan to analyze for conformance to our program
specifications. However, we do not expect to find programs
that exactly and completely match the required combina-
tions. Therefore, a mutation step is also required.

3.4.2 Using Program Mutation to Modify Existing
Programs

As mentioned above, it is certain that we will not find ex-
isting programs that will exactly and completely match the
program specifications in our concurrency benchmark. Sev-
eral of the attributes considered in our benchmark (program
size and number of threads) appear to occur with wide di-
versity in existing concurrency programs. Other attributes
(path error density, bug depth and bug pattern) are not nec-
essarily as easy to identify or find. We plan to use program
mutation of existing programs to generate new programs
with different path error densities, bug depths and bug pat-
tern types. Program mutation (i.e., mutation analysis) has
been previously used in the comparison of different testing
techniques [9, 17] and in the comparison of different concur-
rency bug detection tools [13]. Mutation analysis uses a set
of mutation operators in which each operator corresponds
to a syntactic bug pattern. A mutation operator is applied
to a program and generates a set of mutant programs – each
mutant contains a single syntactic change from the original
program.



Table 3: Concurrency mutation (ConMAn) opera-
tors for Java [12]
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RTXC – Remove Thread Method-X Call  
(wait(), join(), sleep(), yield(), notify(), 
notifyAll() Methods) 
RCXC – Remove Concurrency 
Mechanism Method-X Call (methods in 
Locks, Semaphores, Latches, Barriers, 
etc.) 
RNA - Replace NotifyAll() with Notify() 
RJS - Replace Join() with Sleep() 
ELPA - Exchange Lock/Permit 
Acquisition 
EAN - Exchange Atomic Call with Non-
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ASTK – Add Static Keyword to Method 
RSTK – Remove Static Keyword from 
Method 
ASK - Add Synchronized Keyword to 
Method 
RSK - Remove Synchronized Keyword 
from Method 
RSB - Remove Synchronized Block 
RVK - Remove Volatile Keyword  
RFU - Remove Finally Around Unlock 
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EELO - Exchange Explicit Lock Objects 
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n SHCR - Shift Critical Region 
SKCR - Shrink Critical Region 
EXCR – Expand Critical Region 
SPCR - Split Critical Region 

 

To generate our new programs we plan to use the concur-
rency mutation tool ConMAn [1, 12] and apply it to the
programs discussed in Section 3.4.1. The ConMAn muta-
tion operators were designed to generate mutant programs
that cover the set of bug patterns listed in Section 3.1.7 and
the set of concurrency constructs defined in Java (version
J2SE 5.0). ConMAn contains 25 mutation operators that
can be classified into 5 general categories (see Table 3):

1. Modify parameters of concurrent methods

2. Modify the occurrence of concurrency method calls (re-
moving, replacing, exchanging)

3. Modify concurrency keywords (addition and removal)

4. Switch concurrent objects

5. Modify critical regions (shift, expand, shrink, split)

One example ConMAn mutation operator is MSP or Mod-
ify Synchronized Block Parameter. The MSP operator is
applied to all synchronized blocks and will modify the cur-
rent lock object to another object. For example:

Original Code:
private Object lock1 = new Object ( ) ;
private Object lock2 = new Object ( ) ;
. . . .
public void methodA ( ) {

synchronized ( lock1 ) { . . . }
}
. . .

MSP Mutant:
private Object lock1 = new Object ( ) ;
private Object lock2 = new Object ( ) ;
. . .
public void methodA ( ) {

synchronized ( lock2 ) { . . . }
}
. . .

Another MSP Mutant:
private Object lock1 = new Object ( ) ;
private Object lock2 = new Object ( ) ;
. . .
public void methodA ( ) {

synchronized ( this ) { . . . }
}
. . .

The MSP operator can result in a wrong lock bug. The
bug depth and path error density of the bug in the mutant
program will vary depending on where in the program the
lock object is modified.

Another example of a ConMAn operator is SPCR or Split
Critical Region which divides one critical region into two dis-
tinct critical regions. The consequences of splitting a critical
region into 2 regions may cause a set of statements that were
meant to be atomic to become nonatomic. For example:

Original Code: SPCR Mutant:
<statement n1>
synchronized ( this ) {

// c r i t i c a l region
<statement c1>
<statement c2>

}
<statement n2>
. . .

<statement n1>
synchronized ( this ) {

// c r i t i c a l region
<statement c1>

}
synchronized ( this ) {

<statement c2>
}
<statement n2>
. . .



3.5 Performance Measures
In order to assess the fitness of a given concurrency bug
detection tool using our proposed benchmark we need to
define a set of performance measures. In particular, we need
to assess the fitness of a given tool with respect to its ability
to find bugs (effectiveness) and its efficiency with which the
bug detection is carried out. Community consultation may
lead to the inclusion of other kinds of performance measures
related to accuracy or other attributes of the tools under
evaluation.

3.5.1 Effectiveness Measures
We propose the following effectiveness measures [13]:

bug detection rate of t =

the percentage of bugs detected by a tool t.

ease to kill a kind of bug by t =

the percentage of bugs of a given kind that are de-
tected by a tool t.

3.5.2 Efficiency Measures
We propose the following efficiency measures [13]:

cost (in time) to detect a bug by t =

the total time to detect the bug by a tool t

path cost to detect a bug by t =

the number of interleaving schedules analyzed/exe-
cuted in order to find the bug by a tool t

4. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
We have proposed a new benchmark to assess the fitness
of a concurrency bug detection tool and to compare it with
other tools. Specifically our benchmark is intended to com-
pare all kinds of concurrency bug detection tools including
model checking tools, testing tools and static analysis tools.
We have motivated the need for a new benchmark, have pro-
posed how to systematically assemble a set of concurrency
programs (task samples) that will effectively cover the space
of possible programs and we have included effectiveness and
efficiency measures for comparing tools using our benchmark
programs.

In addition to simply proposing a new benchmark we have
also developed a new approach to benchmark construction
based on combinatorial test design (CTD). Our approach de-
fines a set of parameters that characterize the set of concur-
rency programs that our benchmark should represent. We
use a pairwise plan to combine the parameters into a set of 44
concurrency programs. Currently we have not identified 44
actual programs to complete the pairwise plan constructed
from our CTD model. Prior to completing the plan and
constructing the actual benchmark we want to obtain feed-
back from the concurrency bug detection community (i.e.,

PADTAD participants). Community consultation and feed-
back is important for the construction and adoption of any
benchmark [38].

The next step in our research is to identify a set of concur-
rency programs that will complete the pairwise plan gener-
ated using our CTD model. We plan to leverage existing
benchmarks and open source repositories, as well as apply
program mutation, in order to generate a set of programs
that satisfy the specifications for the 44 programs. Our
benchmark assumes that existing programs contain a sin-
gle documented concurrency bug, however in practice a pro-
gram may contain many bugs. One of the future challenges
is to address the use of open source programs that may con-
tain more than one bug and the effect of these programs on
the benchmark.
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